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PROJECTIVE structures
ON REDUCTIVE HOMOGENEOUS SPACES

FABIO PODESTÀ

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. The aim of this work is to give a more direct and "geometric" proof

of a theorem of Agaoka, that on a reductive homogeneous space G/K , every

G-invariant projective structure admits a G-invariant affine connection. This

connection can be chosen uniquely, subject to being torsionfree and satisfying

one extra condition.

Introduction

Agaoka in [1] proved that every invariant flat projective structure on a reduc-

tive homogeneous space admits an invariant affine connection; later, Agaoka

communicated to me by letter that using the same technique with some modi-

fications the same result could also be obtained in the not-flat case. The aim of

this work is to give a more direct and "geometric" proof of this fact, providing

more information about the choice of the invariant connection. The author

heartily thanks Prof. Agaoka for his attention and kindness.

1. Preliminaries

We shall give a brief review about projective connections; for more details

and a precise exposition we refer to S. Kobayashi and T. Nagano [3] and N.

Tanaka [7].

Let M be an «-dimensional C°°-manifold and P (M) its 2-frames bundle

with structure group G («) ; we represent the real projective space as homoge-

neous space RP" = PGL(n)/H where H is the isotropy subgroup of PGL(«)

at the point o = ( 1, 0, ... , 0).

A projective structure 3a on M is a principal subbundle P of P (M) whose

structure group is H (one can show that there is a monomorphism of H into

G («)). The Lie algebra of PGL(«) is sl(« + 1) and has a graded Lie algebra

structure

sl(« + l) = g_,©g0©g,
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with g_, = R", g0 = gl(«,R), g, = R"* and g0 ® g, = h where h is

the Lie algebra of H. For later use we note that there are monomorphisms

cp: GL(« , R) —» H and exp: R"* —► H given in matrix notation by

4>:A~(l    °)        exp:i-~(¿    *)

for every /l G GL(« , R) and every E € R"* , so that every element h € H is

expressible in an unique way as h = cp(A) exp(E) for some A g GL(« , R) and
E € Rn*.

Given a projective structure 3s on M, one can construct a 1-form ca (called

a Carian connection) on the associated bundle P such that

(a) R*aco = ad(a~x)co   Va G H,

(b) if co(X) = 0 then X = 0.

We will denote by coi the g(-component of eo. If we define the 2-form Q

by means of the structure equation

dco + \[co, co] = Q,

then by conditions (a) and (b) we can express Í20 as follows:

Qo =      Yl     K)ikœ' A v
l,k=l,...,n

where (co')i=x     „ denote the components of co_x .

It can be proved that there is a unique Cartan connection on P, called the

normal Cartan connection, such that

(c) (co_x, oj0) is the restriction to P of the canonical 1-form 6 of P (M),

(d) EI=ll...,Á = 0   Vj,k=l, ...,«.

If we denote by P (M) the bundle of linear frames on M, we have the

following fundamental theorem (see [3]).

Theorem 1.1. If P is a projective structure and j:P (M) —> P is a bundle

monomorphism corresponding to the monomorphism cp, then j*co0 defines a

linear torsionfree connection on P (M) and j*co_x is the canonical form on

P (M). To each linear torsionfree connection Y on M, one can associate a

projective structure P and a bundle monomorphism j: P (M) —> P such that Y

is the connection defined by j*co0 ; moreover two linear torsionfree connections

define the same system of geodesies up to parametrization iff they define the same

projective structure P.

When two linear torsionfree connections define the same projective structure

P, we say that they belong to P. Moreover it can be proved (see [2]) that two

linear torsionfree connections V,, V2 belong to the same projective structure

iff there exists a 1-form cp such that for every two vector fields X, Y on M

(1.1) VxxY = V2XY + cp(X)Y + cp(Y)X.
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2. Projective structures on reductive homogeneous spaces

We start establishing the following theorem, whose proof is quite simple:

Theorem 2.1. Let G be a Lie group and 3 a projective structure on G that

is G-invariant. Then there exists an affine torsionfree G-invariant connection

belonging to the projective structure 3 .

Proof. A projective structure 3 being given, we have a principal fibre bun-

dle P(G, H) with structure group H = PGL(«, R)o (« = dime?) that is a

subbundle of the bundle of 2-frames P (G). Since G acts as a group of au-

tomorphisms for the projective structure P, the lift of each transformation

L (g € G) to P (G) is an automorphism of the bundle P(G, H) : if we fix a

2-frame u0€ P(G, H) lying over 1G€ G and consider

<$>U:G^P(G,H),

S^L2g(uo)

we get an imbedding of G into P(G, H) (see [3]) such that, if it is the pro-

jection of P(G, H) onto G,

n(<bu(g)) = n(L2g(uo)) = Lg(lG) = g.

This means that <Pu yields a section over G of the bundle P(G, H), so that

the map X

X:P(G,H)^GxH,

u i-> (n(u), h)

(where h G H is the unique element of H such that uh = L,.(u0)) turns out

to be a bundle-isomorphism; moreover the action of G on G x H induced by

the map X is given simply by left translation of the first coordinate, as one can

easily check.

So X~ (GxGL(n, R)) is a subbundle of P(G, H) that corresponds to a bun-

dle of linear frames P (G) over G ; this subbundle is obviously G-invariant. If

co denotes the Cartan normal connection form on P(G, H) that is G-invariant,

then co induces a linear torsionfree connection V on P (G) that is automati-

cally G-invariant; moreover since P (G) is a subbundle of P(G, H), the con-

nection V belongs to the given projective structure and we are done.   Q.E.D.

Another proof of the previous result has been given by Nomizu-Pinkall [5].

We now want to generalize the previous theorem in the following direction:

let M — G/K be a homogeneous space, where G is a Lie group and A" is a

closed subgroup of G. We will assume that G/K is reductive, that is, if g and

k are the Lie algebras of G and K, respectively, there is an ad(AT)-invariant

subspace m of g so that

(2.1) g = k©m.
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With respect to the given decomposition (2.1), we denote by D the canonical

G-invariant connection on M = G/K (see [4], vol. II, p. 192); moreover D will

indicate the canonical torsionfree G-invariant affine connection on M given by

DXY = DxY +\S(X, Y)

where X, Y are vector fields on M, and 5 is the torsion tensor of D.

Theorem 2.2. Let M = G/K be a reductive homogeneous space and 3 a G-

invariant projective structure; then there is a torsionfree affine connection Y on

M that is G-invariant and that belongs to 3. Moreover Y can be chosen in a

unique way so that, if V is the covariant derivative corresponding to Y, then the

following condition (*) is fulfilled

(*) tr{Y ^ X7XY-DXY} = 0

for every vector field X on M. The skew symmetric part A of the Ricci tensor

of this connection is given by

2A(X, Y) = trR(X, Y)

(X, Y vector fields on M) where R is the curvature tensor of D.

Proof. The projective structure 3 corresponds to a subbundle P = P(M, H)

of P2(M) with structure group H = PGL(«, R)0   (« = dim M) and projection

map it. For every u € P we get an imbedding of G into P given by:

%:G^P,

g"g(2\u),

where g is the lift of the transformation g of M to an automorphism of

the bundle P. We denote with p: G —> G/K the projection; then for every

u € P we define a subspace Qu of TPU as follows:

(2.3) Qu = ^(ad(g)m),

where g is any element of G with p(g) = it(u) ; the definition of Qu is well-

posed since the subspace ad(g)m does not depend on the choice of the element

g with p(g) = it(u) thanks to the reductivity. We observe that

nJQu:Qu^TMn{u)

is an isomorphism: indeed if itt(X) = 0 with X € Qu, then X g ad(g)m n

ad(g)k = (0). Moreover we note that the distribution Q is //-invariant since

for every g € G we have that g     commutes with the action of H.

Let co be the normal Cartan connection on P, with values in sl(« + 1, R) =

g_i ® g0 ® g, .  If we fix a point u0 in P there exist unique tangent vectors

iXi)i=i,...,n^Qu0 suchthat

o)_x(X¡) = e¡,

where (e¡)¡=x     n is the standard basis of g_, = R" : that is because it\Q    is
uo

an isomorphism onto TM,   ,.
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We now construct £, € R"* in the following way:

** - ^TTtrwo(^)

and we claim that if we put h = exp(<^) g H, then

(2-2) trcoAUoh(X) = 0       VX € Quh.

Indeed we have that Qu h = Rh(Qu ) and

œ0\Uoh(RhX)^w0\Uo{X)-[i,co_AUo{X)].

So (1.2) is true iff

tricoA^X;) - K, w_,|„o(X)]) = 0       W = 1,... , «

and this follows from the very definition of £.

Now let h' € H such that

trco\Uoh,(X) = 0       VX€QUoh,

and note that ujf = (uoh)h~xh' ; we have that

*»oL.A'(*A-'*'-*) = 0       Vleß^;

hence if h~ h' = <p(a) exp(n) for some a € GL(« , R) and n € R"*,

tr([ad(exp(-w)^(fl-,))ty(^)]0) = 0      Vie Quh ;

that is

tría-' co0(X)a -[n, a~xco_x(X)]) = 0       Vie QuJl ;

hence

(^,a"1w_,(X)) = 0      VIeÖu>

and since co_x\u h:Qu h -* R" is surjective and a € GL(«, R), we have that

r\ = 0, so that «"'«' gGL(«, R).

So we can define a differentiable map A

X: P -> H/GL(n, R)

where for u € P we put X(u)[h], [h] being the class in H/GL(n, R) of an

element h € H with

tr«0U(*) = 0      VIgC2uA.

Moreover it is quite elementary to check that the map X is .//-equivariant, that

is
X(uh) = hAxX(u)      Vt/eP,    V« g H.

Our aim is now to prove that A = X~ ([Id]) is a GL(« , R)-principal subbundle

of P ; if we prove this, then

A = {u€P\trco0(X) = 0VX€Qu}
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is G-invariant, since G preserves both co and Q ; hence it yields a G-invariant

subbundle of P that is isomorphic to P (M) and the theorem is proved. To

prove our claim, we establish a more general result, that is a generalization of

a reduction theorem due to Singer ([6], p. 690):

Lemma 2.1. Let (P(M, G), M, it) be a principal fibre bundle over M with

structural group G. Suppose now H to be a closed subgroup of G and suppose

there is a differentiable map *F

*¥:P(M, G)-+G/H

that is G-equivariant, that is

V(ug) = g~l*¥(u)       \fu€P(M,G),     Vg€G.

Then C = ^P-1 ([1G]) with projection map it\c is a principal fibre bundle over

M with structural map H.

Proof. We construct a section o of the bundle P(M, G)/H over M in the

following way: We note that for every u G P(M, G) the point u^¥(u) €

P(M, G)/H depends only on n(u). Indeed if g € G we have that ug*Y(ug) —

«¥(«) ; hence we can put a(n(u)) = «^(w) and we get a differentiable section

over M of P(M, G)/H. Now there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the sections Y(M, P(M, G)/H) and the subbundles of P(M, G) with struc-

ture group H (see [4]): if a is a section then

Qa = {u€P(M,G)\o(u) = [u]H}

is the corresponding subbundle; in our case we have that

Qa = {u€P(M,G)mu) = [lG]} = C

and we are done.   Q.E.D.

We now turn back to the proof of Theorem 2.2.

We observe that since A is G-invariant, Q c TA V« e A. Moreover

the invariant connection on P (M) is given by the distribution Yu = {X €

TA\coQ(X) = 0}, while the distribution Q corresponds to the canonical con-

nection on G/K (see [4], vol. I). We now show that the connection Y satisfies

the property (*).

Let u0 € A be a point with it(uo) = p(lG) = o and let X, Y be two vector

fields on M ; we denote by X, Y and X', Y' the horizontal lifts of X, Y to

A with respect to the connections Y and Q, respectively. Since the restriction

of co_x to A is the canonical 1-form 8 of PX(M) = A, we have that (see [4],

vol. I)

VXY -DXY = u0(X(d(Y)) - X'(6(Y')))

= u0((X-X')(6(Y)))

because co_x(Y) = co_x(Y'). Now (X - X')u = A*u for some A € gl(«, R)

and since coQ(X) = 0 and ircoQ(X') = 0, we have that tr,4 = 0.   So if we
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extend A*u   by means of A* to a vector field on A, by the structure equation

we get

A*(6(Y)) - Yco_x(A*) + co_x([A*, ?]) - [co(A*), co(Y)]_x ;

but co_x(A*) = 0 and [A*, Y] = 0, so that

A*Uo(d(Y)) = -[A,co_x(Y)]Ug

and our claim follows from the condition tr^ = 0. The uniqueness of such a

connection is quite elementary, since it follows directly from (1.1).

We are now going to prove the second assertion. Let us consider Xx, X2 G

Qu , say Xi = <&u.( Y¡), Y¡ € m for i = 1, 2. We extend X¡ by means of

Y*, where Y* denotes the vector field induced on P by the one-parameter

subgroup generated by Y(. Then since G preserves co, we have that

Y*co(Y*) = co([Y*, Y*]) = -co([Yt, 7/)       Vi = 1, 2

and so

dco(Xx,X2) = -\co([Yx,Y2]*u).
o

From the structure equation for co we obtain

trdcOç(Xx, X2) = -\tr([co(Xx), co(X2)]0) = -\trcoQ([YxY2]*u).

Hence, if [F,, Y2]k denotes the component of [F,, F2] along k with respect

to the decomposition of g,

(« + l)[(cox(X2), co_x(Xx)) - (cox(Xx), co_x(X2))] = trco0([Yx, Y2]*u)

= trco0([Yx,Y2]*ku0)

since tr<a0(X) = 0  VI e ßa .  If Z, = itr(Xt) (i = 1, 2) and if R is the

curvature tensor for the canonical connection of G/K, then (see [4], vol. II)

(2.5) trw0([y, , Y2]*k„0) = -trRo(Zx , Z2).

We note that for every / = 1, 2 there exists a unique X¡ € Yu   with nt(X¡) =

n^Xf); it follows that

coa(XL) = coa(X,)

for a = -1, 1 and i — 1,2, since Xl - X¡ is tangent to the fibre of A through

Uo-

Now we use a formula established by Tanaka ([7], formula (3.1); the Ricci

tensor is taken there with opposite sign):

(2.6) (w,(£f), «_,(*,)) = -^-(Rico(Z    Z,) + «Ric0(Zi, Z))
«  - 1

where Ric is the Ricci tensor for the connection Y.

Hence from (2.4)-(2.6) we have that

(2.7) 2Ao(Zx,Z2) = trR0(Zx,Z2)

where A denotes the skew-symmetric part of Ric.    Q.E.D.
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Remark I. If K = {1} , then the canonical connection is flat; hence there exists

an invariant connection with symmetric Ricci tensor. The same conclusion

holds if the homogeneous space G/K admits a G-invariant volume form v :

in this case v is parallel with respect to the canonical connection of G/K and

this forces trR = 0 (for this remark see also [5]).

Remark II. If the Lie algebra g of G is semisimple, then there is at most one

invariant connection belonging to 3 and with symmetric Ricci tensor: indeed

two such connections differ by a G-invariant closed 1-form a (see [2]), so that

p*a is also closed and left invariant on G ; this means that sA = kera, is an

ideal of g of codimension < 1, hence [g,g]CJ/; since g is semisimple we

have [g, g] = g and sA = g.

Corollary 2.1. Let G/K be a reductive homogeneous space and let g = k©m be

a decomposition as in (2.1). There is a one-to-one correspondence between G-

invariant projective structures on G/K and bilinear symmetric ad(K)-invariant

maps

T: m x m —► m

such that

trTx = 0       VI G m

where TX(Y) = T(X, Y) VI, Y € m.

Proof. We denote by D and D the canonical and the canonical torsionfree

connection on G/K with respect to the given decomposition. Then to each

G-invariant projective structure we can associate the G-invariant torsionfree

connection V given by Theorem 2.2. If S is the torsion tensor of D, we

define the 1 -form cp at each p g M = G/K as follows:

for each I g TM   ( n is the dimension of M ).  Then it is clear that if we

take V projectively related to V by means of the G-invariant 1-form cp, then

the difference tensor T = D - V is symmetric and G-invariant; if we identify

m with TM0 with o = it(lG) and it: G —► M the canonical projection, we get

our desired bijection.   Q.E.D.

Remark III. By Corollary 2.1 we have that on the sphere S" = SO(n + l)/SO(n)

and on the hyperbolic space H" = SO(l, n)/SO(n) the only invariant projec-

tive structure is that induced by the canonical connection: indeed the isotropy

action of SO(n) on TMQ = R" is the usual one and on R" there is no (1,2)

symmetric tensor invariant under the action of SO(n) other than the null ten-

sor.

Corollary 2.2. Let M = G/K be a symmetric space of dimension « with the

canonical decomposition of the Lie algebra of G and let a be the symmetry at

o = it(lG), where it: G —^ M is the projection.
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(a) If 3 is a projective structure on M which is invariant by the action of G

and a, then 3 is the projective structure induced by the canonical connection

of G/K.
(b) If moreover the Lie algebra of the linear holonomy group with respect

to the canonical connection D of G/K is contained in sl(n), then there is a

bijection between flat G-invariant projective structures on M and symmetric

bilinear ad(K)-invariant maps as in Corollary 2.1 such that

WoXYZ = [Tx , Ty]Z + -L-[tr(TYTz)X - tr(TxTz)Y]       VI, Y, Z G m

where Wo is the Weyl curvature tensor at o of the canonical connection.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 2.1 we know of the existence of a torsionfree invariant

connection V belonging to 3 and such that condition (*) is fulfilled. If D

denotes the canonical connection for G/K, and if J is the tensor given by

J = a*V - D, then J = o*(V - D), since D is tr-invariant; hence for every

I G TM0

tr{TM03 Y^JxY} = 0.

Since <7*V fulfills property (*) and is projectively related to V by hypothesis,

we get (T*V = V; but D is the unique G-invariant connection on M that is

(T-invariant, so that V = D and we are done.

(b) We recall that D is torsionfree. If 3 is a G-invariant projective struc-

ture, we can pick the invariant connection V belonging to 3 as in Theorem

2.2. If T is the difference tensor D - V , then T is symmetric and D-parallel

(since it is G-invariant); hence if R* and R are the curvature tensors of D

and V , respectively, we have

Rxy = Rxy + VTx> ryl-

By our assumptions tr R*XY = 0, hence D and V have symmetric Ricci tensors

and we get

RkyZ = Ricyz - tr(TYTZ).

Since the Weyl curvature tensor is given in this case (see [2]) by

WXYZ = RXYZ - -L_[RicyzI - Ric^z Y]

we have that 3 is flat iff (**) holds.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.3. // G is a Lie group with a projective structure 3 that is invariant

under all left and right translations of G, then there exists a biinvariant affine

connection on G that belongs to 3 and has symmetric Ricci tensor.

Proof. (See also [5].) The group G x G = K acts on G in the following way:

G Y.G Y.G ^ G,

((g,h),k))^gkh
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and G turns out to be a reductive homogeneous space G = K/AG where AG is

the diagonal of K ; our claim follows from the fact that K leaves the projective

structure 3 invariant.   Q.E.D.
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